Documentation and self-assessment for carrying out a COVID-19 test
Procedural protocol of the extraction of DNA
First and last name of the person to be tested_____________________________________________

Date of the DNA test :
Location of carrying out the DNA test :
First and last name of the testing
person:
Private address of the testing person
(country, postal code, city, street, house
number)
Date of birth of the testing person:
Country of origin of the testing person:
Service grade of the testing person:
Which company is the testing person
working for/name of the company:
Address of the company
(country, postal code, city, street, house
number):

Which legal basis enables the tester to
perform the DNA test?

How many centimeters/inches does the
test stick go into the throat during
testing?
Is the execution of the DNA test a
surgical procedure? Yes/No

Yes

NO

Was the tester specially trained for this
procedure of DNA testing? Yes/No

YES

NO

Which training authorises the tester to
conduct this DNA test?
Name of the laboratory/company in
which the DNA test is evaluated.
Address of the laboratory/company in
which the DNA test is evaluated:
(Country, postal code, city, street,
house number)

How/on which way does the DNA test
get to the laboratory/company?
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How is it ensured that the DNA sample
cannot be changed or mixed up during
transport?

How is the result of the DNA test
documentated?

Who will be sent and informed of the
result of the DNA test?
Address of the recipient to whom the
DNA test result is sent:

What happens there with the evaluated
test data?

Which other companies/authorities are
the DNA test results sent to and why?

In which period ist the DNA test
evaluated?
How will the tested person be informed
of the result and by whom?

informed by:
Type of communication:

What happens to the DNA test stick
after the evaluation?

Date__________ Signature______________________________________________
With my signature, I assume full liability for this intervention in the body of the tested
person, as well as for all consequences and late effects that arise from it after the test.
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